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Abstract 

All cultures can be subdivided into two paradigms: cosmocentric cultures (main object of 

discourse is nature/cosmos) and sociocentric cultures (main object of discourse is society/ 

morality). Interaction between cultures of the same paradigm is easier than between cultures 

belonging to different. When something is borrowed without due understanding it usually leads 

to cargo cults. Europe is a cosmocentric world; Abrahamic traditions are sociocentric. That’s 

why Europe isn’t Judeo-Christian civilization and Christianity in Europe is nothing but just a 

cargo cult. Islam is also an item of Abrahamic paradigm and that’s why it’s deeply alien to 

Europe. Those Muslims who come to dwell in Europe should accept values of secular Europe 

and should be assimilated. Multiculturalists and nationalists are derivates of the same root: they 

both like their utopias more than real life. Politics and international relations should be based on 

cultural anthropology as well as medicine is based on microbilology/chemistry. 
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1. Problem introduction 

After Charlie Hebdo incident and with strengthening of ISIS we again can see the revival of 

discourse about problems of coexistence of Western world and Islam. It isn’t a great mistake to 

say that probably every media and every blogger has written at least once about these issues 

during last five months. Generally people don’t offer anything new and just repeat well known 

common places: on the one hand we can see people who speak of Europe as of Judeo-Christian 

civilization and about ‘traditional European values’, on the other hand we can see ‘leftists’ – 

multiculturalists who decline to see any danger in Islam but see it in native European 

‘traditionalism’. Actually both of them: right wing ‘traditionalists’ as well as Marxist – 

Anarchist multiculturalists are of the same root, i.e.: both are derivative issues of cargo 

Abrahamism and both actually aren’t issues of true European values;  though both trends are  

usually represented to public as panacea they actually they are nothing but diseases.  

2. Some important trivia  

2.1. Cosmocentrism vs. sociocentrism 

All cultures upon this planet can be subdivided into two big paradigms: cosmocentrism and 

sociocentrism depending on what is central matter of discourse of certain culture.  

Sociocentrism has the following characteristic features: central object of discourse is society and 

its ‘correct order’/morality; also sociocentrism likes artificial systems having no analogy in 

nature such as, for instance: jurisprudence, algebra, abstract art and so on, i.e.: discourse with 

the use of some completely artificial abstract symbols which have no direct analogy in nature; 

also sociocentrism usually escapes using of visual images which have direct analogies in nature.  
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Cosmocentrism, on the contrary, has nature/cosmos and research of cosmos/nature as central 

matters of its discourse; also cosmocentrism likes to use visual images which always have some 

analogy in nature. 

Pure sociocentrism and pure cosmocentrism, obviously, are ideal types and most of really 

exiting cultures are placed somewhere between two extremes because any culture has elements 

of cosmocentrism and elements of sociocentrism as well, but in any case first or second 

paradigm dominates. 

Most cultures existing in the globe are cultures of cosmocentric paradigm. Such are cultures of 

ancient Greece and Rome, culture of China, culture of Japan, and almost all cultures of so called 

‘indigenous people’. 

The purest sociocentric cultures are Semitic cultures and main product of those cultures – 

Abrahamic religions – is almost the purest and distilled sociocentrism.  

Whether a culture is of cosmocentric or sociocentric paradigm can be seen if we take its 

mythological texts/narratives and look at statistics of usage of concepts belonging to different 

semantic fields. Let’s compare, for instance, texts of Japanese chronicle Nihon shoki and Jews’ 

Torah. Both are about legendary history of certain nations, both are mix of some real events 

with fantastic subjects and both actually are ‘ledgers’ from the point of view of modern people. 

We meet almost no descriptions of nature in Torah, even if we turn to the book of “Exodus” we 

can be surprised with the fact that there are no descriptions of nature in it, though the whole 

story of “Exodus” is a description of Jewish people travel in desert, but we don’t find anything 

about stars/clouds/barchans in the text of it, and on the contrary: in any chapter of Nihon shoki 

we can see plenty of descriptions of nature sometimes completely unrelated to main plot.  

Low interest in nature is well correlated with hatred of visual arts. It is a well known fact that 

first Jewish Christians could not understand the desire of early Greek Christians to have visual 

images, a desire to see and touch. Also it is a well known fact that Muslims and orthodox Jews 

consider visual realistic art as a serious sin.   

Low interest in nature and to visual images correlates with low ability to produce science. 

Almost all science was created by people of cosmocentric paradigm. Even in those cultures 

which are/were completely sociocentric, such as, for instance, Muslim culture or medieval 

Europe, people who created science were actually ‘paganists’. Remaining outwardly 

Christians/Muslims they actually were not ‘true Abrahamists’ but were ‘paganists’ – 

‘cosmocentrists’. Most of Muslim scholars were Persians so they somehow based on quite 

powerful sociocentric culture of ancient Persia and also accepted knowledge of ancient Greece 

and Rome. And the same was in medieval Europe: scholars stood on the shoulders of the ancient 

Greece philosophers but not on the shoulders of Church fathers; and at least scholars doubted in 

the doctrine of official church. 

Pure sociocentric cultures can’t produce science at all. In the case of doubts anyone can take a 

look at Saudi Arabia or at Chassidim – they are absolute tabula rasa in nature research; hadith 

scholars or teachers of Torah obviously can hardly be considered as scientists. 

Cosmocentric cultures also can give birth to sociocentric trends. For instance Socrates and Plato 

are sociocentrists of ancient Greece; Confucius is sociocentrist of ancient China; but 

sociocentric trends appeared inside of cosmocentric cultures are much lighter than pure 

sociocentric culture trends. (For instance: in Abrahamic texts we can meet strict prohibition of 
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LGBT while in Confucian traditions can be seen just recommendations to separate different 

activities.) 

Also it should be noted that sociocentric cultures usually pretend they obtain the only truth, low 

tolerance to other spiritual traditions, sexism and also low tolerance toward LGBT.  

Actually low interest to nature and low tolerance toward LGBT are just different facets of same 

trend.  

2.1.2 Cargo cults and culture consistency 

If we take a glance at different cultures we can see that the most successful and stable were and 

are those of them which base themselves on their own original ideas; those which have strong 

background of their own original ideas. 

Borrowings would not be danger if they were just borrowing of some new and useful 

technologies but most borrowings are mindlessly borrowed ideas and so they were causes of 

many cargo cultures.  

Cargo cult isn’t just a practice of some ‘wild aborigines’ who wait for Western goods having 

made aircraft of bamboo and palm leaves.  

Much more often in our world cargo cult is copying of something without due understanding of 

inner logic of copied items and with later dogmatization of borrowed ideas.   

Consistency is important not by itself, it is important not just consistency for consistency, but it 

is important ‘cause when all elements are logically connected then culture is very stable and has 

successful development while inconsistencies and cargoes always give birth to disturbances and 

social cataclysms.  

When cultural base is consistent then it can be analyzed easy and can be modified if there are 

some needs of modification; when culture base is inconsistent then analysis of it is a matter of 

great difficulty. When base of a certain culture is inconsistent then appear of new cargoes is just 

a matter of time and then culture finally is piled by different cargoes; and it’s rather pitiful. 

The weirdest cargoes usually appear when they borrow ideas from cultures of another paradigm. 

When Christianity (a product of sociocentric paradigm) was imposed to cultures of 

cosmocentric paradigm (Europe) it was a true catastrophe. 

People of the same paradigm easy find a common language with each other than people 

belonging to different paradigms. Proof of it is, for example, the fact how difficult is 

assimilation of migrants from Middle East in contemporary Europe, while, for example, the 

Chinese are quite normally embedded in European culture, and vice versa: a European who goes 

to work or to study to Japan or to China for a long time quite normally embeds in local cultures 

and doesn’t feel discomfort such as in Muslim countries. On the other hand people of 

sociocentric cultures quickly and easily find a common language, for instance rabbis hailing the 

Islamization of Europe or Pope Benedict XVI who lauded book about traditional family values 

written by a rabbi.  

Christianity in Europe was that issue that can be called cargo. Another example of cargo is 

Confucianism in Korea and Japan. (Not always cargoes are only bad, for instance in South 

Korea we can see that cargoes are good.) 
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2.2. Culture as ‘dangerous’ idea and cultural anthropology as main weapon against 

different kinds of obscurantism 

Since I am going to speak much of cultures in this text I think it’s good to define this term. 

There are a lot definitions of culture but here I am not going to observe all of them or even most 

famous I just want to show the definition of culture which I use in this text; it is the following: 

culture is a system of practices and ideas or in other words: culture can be represented as an 

ordered pair of the following view <A; Ω> where A is a set of certain memes and Ω  is a set of 

distributions upon A; culture is a kind of semiotic system or a semiotic code that allows us to 

structure world and that defines somehow people’s world image and people’s behavior people’s 

habits and preferences. 

It is amazing fact that ideas of culturalism are scolded by multiculturalists and by right winged 

people as well.  

They both are against culture as a phenomenon which defines people behavior and both are 

against cultural anthropology.  

Right winged people who seriously think that anthropology ended on Gobineau think culture is 

something superficial and everything is determined by genetics. Also right wing people often 

decline to consider cultural anthropology as science since it is placed among ‘humanities’ 

according to official rubricating. And since in the sphere of ‘humanities’ there are many 

multiculturalists and math methods are quite seldom used yet so right winged think that 

‘humanities’ is something alike belles-lettres and can’t give any serious results. 

Actually ‘humanities’ and ‘natural sciences’ subdivision is very artificial since almost the same 

mathematical methods can be used in both spheres. Claude Lévi-Strauss once said that there 

should be no demarcation between ‘humanities’ and ‘natural sciences’, and I think this 

dichotomy is profitable mostly for officials but not for scientists. 

Multiculturalists often don’t think of culture as of something that can define people’s behavior 

since they think by stereotypes of Marxism where is no place for culture as something that 

define people’s behavior but only belonging to a social class can determine what people do. 

(From this point grows Marxists’ contempt to the analysis of roots of traditions, especially roots 

of their own tradition; and since they decline to research cultural roots of a tradition, they do 

dislike conceptual thinking and consider it as a freakish activity. But escapism of conceptual 

thinking finally leads to lack of understanding and perfunctory imagination; if one escapes 

thinking of roots of traditions it’s just a question of time when this person leaves logic and 

analysis of contexts and becomes a slave of ‘great theories’ which always ignore facts and 

contexts and just impose some ideal schemes to reality.)  

Multiculturalists also like nationalists think of culture as of something very superficial but while 

Nazi think culture is determined by genetics Multiculturalists think any human being is a person 

of the world and can freely jump from one culture into another and isn’t determined by culture. 

When you tell of some culture issues to Multiculturalists they usually don’t listen but start to cry 

loudly “you are Nazi”.  

In the case of right winged people one can point on many examples when people of different 

ethnicities and different races successfully accept Western sciocentric culture and have become 

sterling members of Western society (Ayaan Hirsi, Taslima Nasrin, Irshad Manji, Wafa Sultan, 

Ibn Warraq, Salman Rushdie et c.) Also can be shown some grotesque examples where it’s 

culture but not genetics that defines people way of life. For instance: North Korea and South 

Korea – both countries have completely similar genetics and even deep cultural root is common 
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but one is cargo USSR/China and the second one is cargo USA and we can see a great 

difference.  

In the case of myths of Multiculturalists things seem to be not so obvious at first glance. 

Multiculturalists insist that in contemporary conditions with the significant development of 

electronic communications boarders between cultures disappear and we can easily move from 

one culture to another and that everything depends on personal choice of a certain person but not 

of some traditions. Actually it is nothing but an illusion created by contemporary 

communication, mostly by internet and somehow by the atmosphere of campuses: when you 

easy can have conversation with people of another culture who also speak English like you, it 

doesn’t mean yet that another cultures are easily acquired. In the epoch of light speed 

communication people who want to learn another cultures seriously have to spend same time in 

university learning languages and history like in the epoch of messages written on parchment 

which delivery took months or years. That means people can’t easily jump from one culture 

since they have to learn well the culture where they are going to jump.  

Another good example of culture determining human behavior is the following fact: in Second 

Life or in Facebook people who have been grown in very Abrahamic cultures usually ask very 

abrasive sexist direct questions when date with a woman: questions of such type would be 

considered as offensive in Japanese or in Northern Europe. This example shows us that there are 

some cases when culture but not class origin or individual character defines people’s behavior. 

A certain man can be a well educated representative of high class or can be just a plain worker 

but when I receive a sexist greeting from an unknown guy I can bet he is from Pakistan or from 

Turkey or from Egypt or from Indonesia or from Italy. (First I was wonder when I got some 

Arab-alike messages from Italian guys but later I understood that it’s their normal way of 

behavior since Italy is probably the most catholic country of the world.)  

Of course there are some nice exceptions but they are too rare so they just corroborate the rule.  

And since those sexist guys are representatives of very different ethnicities and even different 

races so it’s impossible to explain it by genetics but we do can and should explain it by culture 

since level of education can’t change their patterns of sexist conversation. 

Claude Lévi-Strauss once said that 21
st
 century would be century of anthropology or it would 

not be; these words thought seems to be very actual in our days since many people doubt about 

the relevance of the term of “culture”. Yep, 21
st
 century is century of anthropology since in this 

century anthropology should gain its right to be a true science. I insist and will always insist that 

anthropologists should use math methods more actively for cultural anthropology will become 

true science. When cultural anthropology will become a science that uses much math then it 

becomes a much more powerful weapon though even now it is the best weapon against all kinds 

of obscurantism. Also cultural anthropology should be base for politics, international 

relationship and any social projects as far as politics and related items without cultural 

anthropology is same as medicine without chemistry and microbiology.   

When we consider social issues base of consideration should be social anthropology (cultural 

anthropology), biology can’t be base of the consideration since people are determined by not 

just biology but mostly by culture, human being who weren’t taught language/culture in their 

childhood didn’t become people and remained animals. Success in social anthropology and in 

related fields will be reached then when people will stop import of alien models into the field of 

anthropology and will start to make serious attempt to analyze materials of anthropology with 

the use of formal methods. 
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Here I am going to give a simple example of usefulness of cultural anthropology: quite widely 

spread is thought that when you meet some religious fanatics (especially of Abrahamic 

religions) the best weapon against them is natural sciences data as far as science findings 

strongly contradict the dogmas of these religions; but actually any fanatics who are smart 

enough can easily interpret theories of natural sciences in the favor of their religious dogmas. 

They usually point on the fact that natural sciences still have no complete description of the 

universe and improve themselves almost every day and so present day natural sciences data 

aren’t complete and that’s why current representation isn’t complete and so any theory can be 

easily represented as an allegorical interpretation of certain items described in sacral texts or 

even can be represented as a proof of religious dogmas (Big Bang theory, for instance, can be 

interpreted as proof of creationism).  

While cultural anthropology has actually discovered and described almost all cultures, i.e. it is 

possible to say that from its particular point cultural anthropology has described this world 

almost completely. Having known how seriously unlike are sacral texts of different traditions 

we can ask fanatics a far more interesting question: “why do you think that texts of your 

tradition reflect reality better than texts of any other traditions?” To be able to ask this one 

should have some notions of cultural anthropology, i.e., of the fact how seriously cultures can 

differ. Fanatics can provide no positive real proves, they just can say “our tradition has so many 

saints and so much grace so it can’t be wrong”, well, but representatives of another traditions 

also can say the same; any tradition has its own ‘saints’ and ‘grace’ so it can’t be proof of its 

rightness. The phrase “why do you think that your texts reflect reality better than texts of other 

traditions?” is best weapon against any fanatics; I have tested it many times and it works; and it 

is just a small piece of what cultural anthropology can gives us. 

3. Why Europe isn’t Christian civilization and what’s wrong with right wing 

When some politicians who are representatives of right wing/center speak of problems of 

Muslims in Europe they usually speak of Europe as of Judeo-Christian world which is opposite 

to Islam due to this fact. Such statements are based on completely perfunctory point of view and 

actually reality is slightly more complicated.  

If we take a look at contemporary European values we can see that all of them are really very 

anti-Christian: freedom of speech, sexual freedom, women rights, LGBT rights, science, 

skepticism, freedom of art and so on.  These values are often considered by politicians as ‘very 

modern’ and ‘not traditional’. However, all these so called ‘very modern’ values have very deep 

roots and are traced back to Antiquity.  

Interest in nature and science are among the most important values of European culture, and 

these values are traced back to writings of natural philosophers of Classical Antiquity but not to 

writings of Church fathers or ‘wise men’ of Judaism.  

When Eratosthenes measured the circumference of the Earth and got result quite close to 

contemporary ancient Jews grazed cattle and speculated about whether is it possible to carry 

things from one place to another on Saturday and they would do the same if there was no 

European influence.  

Those who point on the fact that in medieval Europe also there were some scientists forget the 

fact that Christianity was obligatory ideology in medieval Europe and don’t take into 

consideration the degree of development of science: speaking of science in Europe we can state 

that there was almost no science between antiquity and Renaissance and that raise of science in 

Antiquity and after Renaissance correlates well with the reducing of church influence on society 
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and with liberation of social relationships and especially with liberation of human body and 

human sexuality.  

People of right wing call Europe turn back to Christian fundamentalism and ‘traditional values’ 

and think it will be good medicine against Islamization. Such statements produce not just far 

right people like Breivik or Le Pen but also ‘light right’ like, for instance: Wilders or PEGIDA, 

and that’s why they all actually should be considered as different representatives of the same 

movement. However, for some unknown reason right wing people ignore the fact that for last 

300 years Europe has been elaborating completely different values which are closer to original 

values of Europe i.e. to the values of Antiquity rather than to values of Abrahamic traditions. If 

Europe would turn itself to Christian fundamentalism in order to protect itself from Islamization 

it would be betrayal of conquests of Renaissance, of Enlightenment and of 1789. Anyway when 

someone address to some ‘traditional values’ he/she should precisely determine what tradition is 

set to be source of ideal values as far as different traditions have sometimes completely different 

values. Tradition of 1789 is good medicine against any religious fundamentalism and especially 

against Abrahamic fundamentalism and its derivatives. 

Contemporary European right wing tradition actually is successor of medieval European 

Christian fundamentalism that was thrown by Enlightment, by 1789 and by the latter 

development.  

Root of all European fascist and right wing movement is medieval European Christian 

fundamentalism. Sometimes fascists can be open like Breivik; sometimes they can be 

camouflaged as paganists like Varg Vikernes who declares that he is against Abrahamic 

religions but actually he reproduces all main Abrahamic dogmas: strict patriarchy, cult of 

virginity, sexism, hatred to LGBT; people like Vikerners are actually Christains dressed in 

pagan shirts or followers of cargo paganism, i.e.: they have no relation with true 

paganism/cosmocentrism and true European values since true paganists can’t follow Abrahamic 

matrix of values.  

 Abrahamic  

traditions 

Contemporary 

Europe 

Classical 

Antiquity 

Attitude toward cosmos/nature – + + 

Attitude toward human sexuality – + + 

Attitude toward LGBT rights – + + 

Attitude toward another spiritual 

traditions 

– + + 

Attitude toward visual realistic art – + + 

Attitude toward women rights – + –/+ 

 

Tab.1. table representing values of contemporary Europe in comparison with those of Classical 

Antiquity and Abrahamic traditions 
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Especially amazing is the fact that people like Vikernes pretend they reconstruct something alike 

true European identity while actually they just construct some eclectic and completely new. 

Needless to say, that usually it’s done without any special knowledge and without due 

understanding of life of previous epochs.  

As far as there are no principal differences between Judaism, Christianity and Islam (despite 

they have some superficial differences they propagate same values) they all are deeply inimical 

to European discourse. I am to note that all attempts to struggle against one Abrahamic tradition 

using another Abrahamic tradition are completely inconsistent and fruitless.  

The fact that Christianity was seriously broached by Europe during about two thousand years 

doesn’t yet make its background differ from that of Islam; that’s why I think it’s much more 

perspective to struggle against all Abrahamic traditions at once. 

4. Multiculturalists – pseudoleftists 

4.1. Marxism – semantic catastrophe of left movement 

Why I usually call multiculturalists “pseudoleftists” while they usually are called just “leftists”. 

When we speak of some terms we always should respect their etymology i.e.: the conditions of 

origin. Terms “left” and “right” appeared in the epoch of French Revolution: anti-monarchist 

Montagnard and Jacobin deputies from the Third Estate who were supporters of radical 

transformation generally sat to the left of the president's chair in parliament while Feuillants – 

supporters of a constitutional monarchy – sat to the right. 

Originally leftists were supporters of positive changes (i.e. supporters of more freedom for 

individuals: political and economic freedoms as well, since there can be no political freedoms 

without economics and economic freedoms without political) while rightists were generally 

supporters of status quo and were against serious changes (it can be stated that right wing offers 

people more freedom from responsibility).  

These terms had their true original meanings until Marx and his followers perverted true 

meaning of left movement: they narrowed left movement by working class only, and started to 

speak about dictatorship of working class forgetting that any dictatorship is against the basic 

idea of left movement: those who are against some freedoms are not leftists; Marxists who are 

against freedom of manufacturing and selling goods aren’t leftists; there can be no political 

freedom if economic freedom is seriously restricted since in order to restrict economic freedom 

there should be some serious restrictions of basic political freedoms. 

It’s an amazing fact that ideas of Marx were somehow inspired by Nachman Krochmal who was 

one of representatives of so called Reform Judaism and Moses Hess who was one of the 

founders of socialist Zionism, so it isn’t great mistake to say that Marxism can be considered as 

a derivate of Judaism. 

As for so called ‘new leftists’ which should be called new pseudoleftists they are weirder than 

original Marxists since they have less logic and consistency and think more of mythology than 

of real problems.  

New pseudoleftists/multiculturalists support Muslims and think much freedom should be 

provided for Muslims since they think of Muslims as of oppressed groups but reality is slightly 

more complicated: the fact some people look miserable doesn’t mean those people are oppressed. 

All known facts tell us Muslims aren’t ready for understanding the concepts of freedom and 

democracy; they consider softness of European regimes as its weakness and use this ‘weakness’ 
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in order to set up their orders; as far as there are no things more distant to freedom as Islam; all 

Muslim settings are actually restrictions of freedom and so ‘new leftists’/pseudoleftists are 

enemies of freedom since they support those who tend to set up as many restrictions as possible 

and cancel all the achievements of true leftists.  

4.2. Issues of multiculturalism  

4.2.1. Why there is no ‘liberal Islam’ 

Democracy (as well as science) supposes that we can doubt about any decision (even of very 

respected persons) and there is actually no absolute authority, but nothing of this kind is in any 

Abrahamic tradition and especially in Islam since there are some limits beyond which any 

skepticism should never go.  

Doubts about existence of god or disrespectful statements about Mohammed or Quran are 

considered as completely unacceptable in Islam; in some Muslim society they sentence people 

to decapitation for such acts as disrespect of Quran or doubt about existence of god. Of course 

this paradigm is completely opposite to European: in any Abrahamic tradition god but not a 

group of people is source of laws and decisions.  

Any discourse of democracy is possible only if European anti-Abrahamic values are well 

acquired, otherwise discourse about democracy is same as for instance discourse about different 

browsers with an indigenous person from Amazonia who has never seen any computers and has 

never used internet.   

However, again and again pseudoleftist armchair ‘intellectuals’ retell us different tales about 

‘liberal Islam’ that can coexist with European civilization. 

This fundamental ignorance grows from their hate to analysis of cultures as trends, i.e.: all 

pseudoleftists hate cultural anthropology and logic that’s why they haven’t any notion on how 

seriously can differ certain cultures. And they don’t accept the fact that there are some traditions 

and ideas that are against freedom/democracy. 

Anybody who seriously got in touch with Islam knows well that ‘liberal Islam’ is nothing but a 

great illusion created by armchair scientists. In real life there is no such thing as ‘liberal Islam’ 

because ‘liberal Islam’ is contradictio in adjecto: even if there are some Muslims who are not 

against European culture, for instance: they can accept the fact that some people buy and drink 

alcohol and women wear miniskirts and so on, but one day they can be offended by an unknown 

unexpected item, for instance a book or a picture; or, for instance, if a Muslim accepts the fact 

that in Europe unmarried sex is normal it doesn’t mean yet he/she accepts LGBT or something 

else. Muslims in Europe actually look much alike a person who is invited into a night club and 

enjoys drinks/meals and company but strongly dislikes the music and has to put up with it until 

the party ends and doesn’t take into account the fact that his friends gathered together in order to 

listen to this very music first of all. 

Also we should keep in mind that Islam allows Muslims to hide their true intentions if current 

conditions are against them and that’s why I don’t consider ‘liberal Islam’ as anything serious 

but a mental construction of armchair pseudoleftist pseudoitellectuals.   

Hardly Muslims gather a critical mass they immediately try to set up Sharia law. We can already 

see it in some places in UK. One easily can google about Anjem Choudary and his project 

“Sharia law zones” where no clubs, no alcohol, no miniskirts are allowed. I wonder actually is 

there anything more hypocritical than this case. Though hypocrisy is basement of any 
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Abrahamic tradition so actually I don’t wonder at all. Can you imagine a protestant priest who 

would propagate “kill those who has more than one wife” in a church in Saudi Arabia? 

Obviously it’s completely impossible since first of all there are no churches in Saudi Arabia and 

no Christian can propagate there; and no other traditions except Islam are allowed. I wonder 

why UK government still hasn’t ejected Choudary from UK and hasn’t prohibited him to enter 

the country anymore. 

Though multiculturalists often declare they also are against religious fanatics but we have never 

seen any manifestation of multiculturalists against Islamization. When for instance some plain 

people (I mean people who don’t belong to any nationalist/right wing groups) living in a certain 

town make a manifestation against mosque, multiculturalists /anarchists always make action to 

support ‘discriminated’ Muslims.  

When one tries to point on some facts contradicting their mythology about ‘discriminated 

Muslims’ they immediately started to shout loud their ‘mantras’: “you are Nazi” or “you are 

racist”.  

No one actually cares of the fact that Islam isn’t race or a nation. 

Muslims willingly use those ‘mantras’ about Nazism since it helps them to spread a myth that 

any critics of them is same as for instance anti-Semitism or white racism and get more privileges 

and bonuses for nothing: they do like well elaborated infrastructures and technologies of Europe 

but they still want to maintain their life style and they even try to impose it to Europe. And in 

this connection multiculturalists are best friends of Muslims. 

The movement of so called pseudoleftists – multiculturalists actually is cargo left movement: 

they make dogmas of Marx ideas and of idea that they always should concentrate their attention 

on discriminated groups. After workers question was solved in general leftists switched their 

attention to imaginary problems: they seriously think Muslims are a discriminated group and 

they should be cared but actually Muslims aren’t discriminated, but they are very aggressive and 

can discriminate anybody themselves.  

If Sharia law is set they ban not just women’s rights or LGBT rights but even such ‘innocent’ 

items as: portraits, alcohol drinks, music, theatres, cinema, miniskirts and so on, i.e. Muslims 

would obviously cancel everything that forms habitat of pseudoleftists, but pseudoleftists can’t 

understand it since they have mythology instead analysis of facts and instead of logic. 

4.2.3. LGBT and multiculturalism 

The most interesting are those pseudoleftists who support Salafi movement being LGBT; or 

even try to be good Muslim/Christian, being an LGBT. Trying to be a follower of an Abrahamic 

tradition being a representative of LGBT is actually the same as, for instance, a Jew would try to 

be a good Nazi. How LGBT can try to be followers of traditions that consider LGBT as serious 

crime? Where is logic and consistency? The most absurd fact is that sometimes LGBT try to 

argue that there are no anti-LGBT passages in Abrahamic texts since there are no direct 

invectives against gays. Well, probably famous Leviticus prohibitive: “You shall not lie with a 

male as with a woman; it is an abomination” is not about gays but there are other letters in 

LGBT except G, and this passage can be about transgender people; we should keep in mind that 

in the epoch of Antiquity pure homosexuality actually was a kind of exotic while 

transgenderism and bisexuality were spread rather widely in pagan world and were considered 

there as a variant of norm. One can probably say that Leviticus is Old Testament while in New 

Testament there are no such passages. However, in New Testament we can see almost the same 

passage in First Epistle to the Corinthians written by Paul the Apostle:  
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Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: 

neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves 

with mankind, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall 

inherit the kingdom of God. And such were some of you: but ye are washed, but ye are 

sanctified, but ye are justified in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God.  

In the passage among others are mentioned “effeminate”, “males who wear female clothes and 

behave themselves like women”; in original text written in ancient Greek word malakia is used. 

Initially malakia meant “effeminate”. However, last time adepts of ‘liberal theology’ try to offer 

‘LGBT friendly’ interpretation of this passage and so they try to interpret word malakia another 

way, for instance use translation “whoremonger” instead of “effeminate”. Such efforts are 

intended to hide initial anti-LGBT message of Bible and make Bible be more LGBT friendly 

text, but they show just failure of themselves. In Antiquity there was no concept of whoredom 

and sin and malakia “effeminate” were not considered as something wrong, it was a variant of 

norm; while from the point of view of Abrahamic tradition any sexual activity except of 

producing new people obviously is considered as sin and especially those which are related with 

LGBT. Also very amazing are attempts to make Quran variant of Sodom story be LGBT 

friendly. All such attempts of ‘liberal theology’ to make definitely anti-LGBT passages be 

LGBT friendly are actually good examples of absurdities that can be done without due attention 

paid to contexts and without use of proper methodology of ethnosemiotics. Sometimes some 

LGBT point on the facts that in some countries there are Christian/Muslim/Orthodox Judaism 

denominations which accept LGBT; but let’s ask ourselves: would those Abrahamic traditions 

accept LGBT by themselves without any influence of LGBT activists and secular/skeptic 

societies? Obviously they would not.  

Another amazing item of cargo LGBT is so called queer theory (I guess it is somehow related 

with ‘liberal theology’). Generally I would not mind to have an appropriate compact umbrella 

term to mark LGBT, but I am against usage of word queer. When word queer is used then 

immediately appear certain unpleasant connotations, i.e.: queer is usually thought to be 

something that is against traditions, something freakish and new; while actually if we take an 

impartial look at history of mankind we can see that LGBT practices were and are quite normal 

traditional activities in many cultures. When we use word queer we actually deny history of 

LGBT and somehow impose very Abrahamic point of view that says that only binary gender 

dichotomy and heterosexuality are traditional and all other practices are not traditional and 

should be considered as weird/queer. Such point of view is fundamental ignoring of facts of 

cultural anthropology and ‘light’ version of Abrahamic fascism. Also I suppose nobody likes to 

be considered as weird/freak/non-traditional and likes to be taken seriously.  

4.2.4. Perspectives of assimilation 

We should keep in mind that actually Islamization is a temporary disease of assimilation: 

migrants of first waves from Middle East and Africa who came in Europe after WWII weren’t 

interested in any multiculti but they were interested in becoming sterling European. They tried 

to copy native European but in most cases their attempts to become sterling European failed and 

then appeared multiculturalists who told Muslim youth “there is no need to assimilate, you can 

be what you want to be”. 

It’s an amazing fact that almost the same process as Islamization was process of spread of Rasta: 

first generation of migrants from Caribbean basin tried to become true British and weren’t 

interested in any Rasta but next generation turned to Rasta and actually gave up attempts of 

becoming true British though children of migrants had much more chances to become true 
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British than their parents. In nowadays we can see that Rasta has lost its aggressive anti-British 

pathos was completely assimilated and became one of subcultures.  

Of course, Rasta was much less aggressive even in its beginning and Rasta was much less 

numerous than Muslims but anyway I see a good analogy and I think history of Rasta can be 

inspiring for those who don’t give up thinking that assimilation of Muslims is finally possible. 

Also we should keep in mind that processes of assimilation are actually well described even in 

Muslim literature. Famous medieval Arab ‘anthropologist’ ibn-Khaldun described the process of 

assimilation of nomads, he pointed on the fact that urban people were more subtle and more 

open minded than nomads so they didn’t like to fight, and in this sense they were weaker than 

Bedouins; Bedouin tribes united by tribal ties easily conquered the city, but during four 

generations city ‘spoiled’ them and they were defeated by a new generation of Bedouin 

invaders”.  

As I can see this scheme can be applied to contemporary situation of Muslims in Europe. And 

also we should always keep in mind that Muslims actually came to Europe to become a part of it, 

to get its convenience but actually not to impose Sharia to Europe since those who enjoy Sharia 

stay in Muslim countries and don’t move to Europe. European Muslims obsessed by idea of 

Sharia for Europe look much alike naughty children who are going to get desirable items by 

crying and by hysteria. And actually that fact is quite good and should be inspiring issue for 

people of Europe to make some positive efforts to help Muslims to assimilate into European 

society, i.e.: anybody who wants to spread ideas of Sharia for Europe should meet very strict 

punishment while those who wish to assimilate should get real support but not ironies. 

I suppose European should give up multiculturalism and accept culturalism: anybody who 

accepts values of secular Europe can come and dwell in Europe; everybody who doesn’t – can 

go to the area where another values are represented. Ayaan Hirsi is more European than Breivik 

and Le Pen. 

 

5. Conclusion. Principles of culturalism 

1) All cultures can be subdivided into two paradigm: cosmocentric cultures (main object of 

discourse is nature/cosmos) and sociocentric cultures (main object of discourse is society and 

morality). Interaction between cultures of the same paradigm is easier than between cultures 

belonging to different. 

2) When something is borrowed or imposed without due understanding it usually leads to cargo 

cults. 

3) Europe is a cosmocentric world; Abrahamic traditions are sociocentric. Basic values of 

Europe (freedom of speech and art; interest in nature and science; women and LGBT rights) are 

almost the same as those of Classical Antiquity and differ seriously from basic values of 

Abrahamic traditions. That’s why Europe isn’t Judeo-Christian civilization and Christianity in 

Europe is nothing but just a cargo cult. 
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Pic. 1 Scheme representing ‘genealogy’ of ideas  

4) Islam is also an item of Abrahamic paradigm and that’s why it’s deeply alien to Europe. Any 

people of sociocentric paradigm should be assimilated; there should be no multiculturalist 

laissez-fair, i.e.: those Muslims who come to dwell in Europe and are ready to accept values of 

cosmocentric Europe should meet real support in their assimilation. Those who come to 

establish Sharia law should be ejected without any sorrow.  

5) Struggle against Islamization is impossible without struggle against Abrahamic paradigm: the 

less would be influence of Abrahamic items in everyday life in Europe the less would be 

opportunities for Islamization; Europe needs not just deislamization but deabrahamization.  

6) Multiculturalists as well as nationalists/fascists are just different derivates of the same root 

(pic. 1); they both like their ideal projects/utopias more than real life; and they both hardly 

should be considered as serious subjects of politics.  

7) People of Europe should not hesitate to exchange positive experience with other cosmocentric 

cultures. 

8) Politics and international relations should be based on cultural anthropology as well as 

medicine is based on microbilology/chemistry or aircrafts construction is based on physics. It 

would be very useful to spread positive knowledge about cultural anthropology/ethnosemiotics.  

 

 

 

 


